Toward biotherapeutic product real-time quality monitoring.
Biotherapeutics, such as those derived from monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), are industrially produced in controlled multiunit operation bioprocesses. Each unit operation contributes to the final characteristics of the bioproduct. The complexity of the bioprocesses, the cellular machinery, and the bioproduct molecules, typically leads to inherent heterogeneity and variability of the final critical quality attributes (CQAs). In order to improve process control and increase product quality assurance, online and real-time monitoring of product CQAs is most relevant. In this review, the recent advances in CQAs monitoring of biotherapeutic drugs, with emphasis on mAbs, and throughout, the different bioprocess unit operations are reviewed. Recent analytical techniques used for assessment of product-related CQAs of mAbs are considered in light of the analytical speed and ability to measure different CQAs. Furthermore, the state of art modeling approaches for CQA estimation in real-time are presented as a viable alternative for real-time bioproduct CQA monitoring under the process analytical technology and quality-by-design frameworks in the biopharmaceutical industry, which have recently been demonstrated.